FLEXIBILITY AND VERSATILITY
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Although often used interchangeably, flexibility and versatility are different.

- **Flexibility allows** [airpower](#) to exploit [mass](#) and [maneuver](#) simultaneously. Flexibility allows airpower to shift from one [campaign](#) objective to another, quickly and decisively; to “go downtown” on one sortie, then hit fielded enemy forces the next; to re-role assets quickly from a preplanned mission to support an unanticipated need for [close air support](#) of friendly troops in contact with enemy forces.

- **Versatility is the ability to employ** airpower effectively at the [strategic](#), [operational](#), and [tactical](#) [levels of war](#) and provide a wide variety of tasks in concert with other joint force elements. Airpower has the potential to achieve this unmatched synergy through [asymmetric](#) and parallel operations. Space and cyberspace capabilities are especially able to simultaneously support multiple taskings around the globe and support tasks at all levels of warfare.

---

Air forces can be switched from one objective to another. They are not committed to any one course of action as an army is, by its bulk, complexity, and relatively low mobility. While their action should be concentrated, it can be quickly concentrated afresh against other objectives, not only in a different place, but of a different kind.

— B.H. Liddell Hart